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In this paper, we propose a simple cluster model with limited basis sets to reproduce the unpaired elec-
tron distributions in a YTiO3 ferromagnetic crystal. The spin-resolved one-electron-reduced density
matrix is reconstructed simultaneously from theoretical magnetic structure factors and directional
magnetic Compton profiles using our joint refinement algorithm. This algorithm is guided by the
rescaling of basis functions and the adjustment of the spin population matrix. The resulting spin elec-
tron density in both position and momentum spaces from the joint refinement model is in agreement
with theoretical and experimental results. Benefits brought from magnetic Compton profiles to the
entire spin density matrix are illustrated. We studied the magnetic properties of the YTiO3 crystal
along the Ti–O1–Ti bonding. We found that the basis functions are mostly rescaled by means of mag-
netic Compton profiles, while the molecular occupation numbers are mainly modified by the magnetic
structure factors. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5022770

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal perovskites have attracted considerable
attention during the last decades and exhibit a wide range
of physical properties, such as superconductivity, ferromag-
netism, and ferroelectricity. These materials are characterized
by narrow 3d bands and strong Coulomb correlations. The
physical properties of perovskite oxides ABO3 are extremely
sensitive to the radius size of atom A (where A = Gd, Sm,
Y, . . ., La); the strontium and calcium vanadate are corre-
lated metals, while the lanthanum and yttrium titanate are
Mott insulators with gaps of 0.2 and 1 eV, respectively.1–3

In this work, we studied yttrium titanate (YTiO3) because it is
a rare example of a Mott-Hubbard insulator with a ferromag-
netic ground state below a Curie temperature of 30 K.4 YTiO3

has an orthorhombic crystal structure Pnma and a single d
electron in the t2g orbital of each Ti atom. The t2g orbitals
have a much stronger localized character due to the weak
p–d interaction.5 The crystal structure of YTiO3 has been
investigated theoretically6–8 and by different experimental
techniques.5,9–16

Recently, the unpaired 3d electron distribution of Ti atoms
has been investigated by means of polarized neutron (PN)
diffraction17 and directional magnetic Compton (MC) scat-
tering.18 The polarized neutron diffraction19–26 gives access
to the spin density in position space, while the directional

a)Electronic mail: saber.gueddida@centralesupelec.fr
b)Electronic mail: jean-michel.gillet@centralesupelec.fr

magnetic Compton scattering23,25,27,28 reflects the momen-
tum distribution of the unpaired electron in momentum space.
In both studies, i.e., in both spaces, the computed (full peri-
odic calculation) and measured spin densities compare very
well.17,18 In the position space, a small magnetic moment
is observed on oxygen O1 of the YTiO3 crystal, which is
significant to explain the role of this atom in mediating mag-
netic interactions between neighboring Ti coordination poly-
hedra.17 This confirmed that magnetic interactions between
the neighboring Ti t2g orbitals are governed by the superex-
change process mediated by the O2p orbitals. On the other
hand, the reconstructed momentum spin density shows that
the Ti–O1–Ti path plays a major role in the spin delocal-
ization and the ferromagnetic coupling of metallic sites.18

Therefore, we deduced that the magnetic properties of the
YTiO3 compound are mainly localised along the Ti–O1–Ti
pathway.

In previous studies,17,18 the position and momentum spin
densities were reconstructed separately using experimental
magnetic structure factors (MSFs) and magnetic Compton pro-
files (MCPs), respectively. In the present work, the spin elec-
tron distributions in both spaces, i.e., the entire spin-resolved
one-electron-reduced density matrix29–36 (1-SRDM) elements,
are simultaneously reconstructed from the theoretical MSFs
and MCPs using the joint refinement model.37 The aim of the
present work is therefore to (1) reproduce the magnetic and
electronic properties of a YTiO3 crystal from a simple molec-
ular model with limited basis sets and (2) assess the added
value of the combination of MSFs and MCPs to reconstruct
the entire 1-SRDM.

0021-9606/2018/148(16)/164106/9/$30.00 148, 164106-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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The joint refinement procedure37 is based on four main
stages: first, modeling a cluster using a standard molecular
ab initio package and second, from the resulting wavefunc-
tion, the MSFs and the MCPs are computed. Third, the basis
function extensions are optimised by modifying the exponent
coefficients for each atomic orbital to better match pseudo-
experimental data. Finally, the spin population matrix is also
adjusted by varying the molecular orbital occupation num-
bers. The refinement of a 1-SRDM to the pseudo-experimental
data plays a central role in the description of electronic
properties and provides important information on chemical
bonding.19,20,27

This model has been tested previously on an artificial
magnetic crystal of urea with two different interaction molec-
ular distances.37 It has been shown that the joint refine-
ment model gives more accurate results than the refine-
ment on the MSFs only. This test of feasibility confirms
that the MSFs mostly improve the diagonal elements of the
1-SRDM, but do not allow a description of very fine details
of the spin distributions over the entire 1-SRDM. However,
the 1-SRDM is strongly affected by the MCP information
not only on its off-diagonal regions but also on its diagonal
regions.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we recall
the different stages of the joint refinement model and describe
the generation of pseudo-experimental data from periodic cal-
culations of YTiO3. In Sec. III, we present and discuss the
results of the molecular model (Ti2O)2 and compare them to
the periodic computation reference. Finally, conclusions are
given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

The molecular model considered in this work contains
two fragments of Ti–O1–Ti bonds [noted (Ti2O)2]. We wish
to test the ability of the joint refinement model to reproduce
the electronic and the magnetic properties of the YTiO3 crys-
tal using such a simple cluster model absorbing information
from two data sets from two pseudo-experiments: polarized
neutron diffraction and directional magnetic Compton scat-
tering. These two techniques are highly complementary and
give a more complete physical picture of the entire 1-SRDM.
YTiO3 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pnma (see
Fig. 1, left) and is often used as an example of a Mott-Hubbard
insulator with a ferromagnetic ground state. The correspond-
ing lattice parameters are set to a = 5.690 Å, b = 7.609 Å,

and c = 5.335 Å. The nominal ionic charges of Y, Ti, and O
are taken to be 3, 3, and �2, respectively. The present clus-
ter model contains two fragments; each one is built from two
Ti atoms linked by an O1 atom along the crystallographic b
direction. The remaining O and Y atoms are replaced by point
charges (see Fig. 1, right). The molecular calculation was per-
formed at the Hartree-Fock level with a minimal basis set
6-31G.38–46

The joint refinement model37 is implemented as a post-
processing of a molecular ab initio package based on a
LCAO approach (in this work, the GAUSSIAN package47).
Therefore, the molecular orbitals are expressed as a linear
combination of Gaussian functions as follows:

Φi (r) =
∑

j=1
Ci,j χj (r) ,

=
∑

j=1
Ci,j

∑
k=1

dj,kN (αk)
(
x − Axk

)ak (y − Ayk )bk

×
(
z − Azk

)ck e−αk (r−Rk )2
, (1)

where Ci ,j are the molecular orbital coefficients, dj ,k are the
contraction coefficients of the jth orbitals and their correspond-
ing kth Gaussian functions, and ak , bk , and ck control the angu-
lar momenta L, where L = ak + bk + ck . Axk , Ayk , Azk are the coor-
dinates of the atomic position Rk . Using expression (1), the
1-RDM can be expressed in terms of molecular orbitals Φi(r)
and their respective occupation numbers ni, which represent
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, respectively,

Γ
(1)(r, r′) =

∑
i=1

niΦi(r)Φi(r′). (2)

Using expressions (1) and (2), the 1-SRDM can be expressed
as a functional of a spin population matrix and the product of
two basis functions (χ),

Γ
(1)
s (r, r′) = Γ(1)

↑
(r, r′) − Γ(1)

↓
(r, r′) =

∑
j,k

Pj,k χj(r)χk(r′), (3)

where the spin population matrix is given by

Pj,k =
∑
i=1

n↑i C↑i,jC
↑

i,k −
∑
i=1

n↓i C↓i,jC
↓

i,k . (4)

It is well-known that the MSFs are Fourier transforms of
the spin density in position space, which corresponds to the
diagonal elements of 1-SRDM. Therefore, the MSFs can be

FIG. 1. Left panel: The crystal structure of YTiO3. Lat-
tice parameters are set to a = 5.690 Å, b = 7.609 Å, and
c = 5.335 Å. Right panel: The cluster model contains
two fragments of Ti–O1–Ti and atoms in the immediate
vicinity have been replaced by point charges.
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expressed as follows:

FM (Q) =
∫
Γ

(1)
s (r, r)eiQ·rdr =

∑
j,k

Pj,k

∫
χj(r)χk(r)eiQ·rdr.

(5)

The off-diagonal elements of 1-SRDM, which are connected to
the spin density in momentum space, are related to the MCPs
via

J(u, q) =
1

2π

∑
j,k

Pj,k

∫ ∫ [∫
Sj,k(r)e−ip·rdr

]
eip·utdpe−iqtdt,

(6)

where

Sj,k(r) =
∫

χj(r′)χk(r′ + r)dr′. (7)

The second stage of the joint refinement model consists in
rescaling the basis functions (denoted “Dzeta refinement”) by
optimising the exponent coefficient of each atomic orbital {α}
⇒ {α0} × ζ j, where 0.8 . ζ j . 1.2 to match the pseudo-
experimental data. A subsequent normalization of the modified
basis functions is performed by the molecular ab initio code

(in this work, the GAUSSIAN package47). Therefore, from (1)
the rescaled basis function of each atomic orbital j is expressed
as a follows:

χj(ζj, r) =
∑
k=1

dj,kN(ζjα0,k)(x − Axk )ak (y − Ayk )bk

× (z − Azk )ck e−ζjα0,k (r−Rk )2
, (8)

where α0,k is the initial exponent coefficient of the kth Gaus-
sian function. By inserting expression (8) into expressions (5)
and (6), the variation of the basis functions can clearly be seen
in the expression of the MSFs,

FM (Q) =
∑
j,k

Pj,k

∫
χj(ζj, r)χk(ζk , r)eiQ·rdr, (9)

and the MCPs,

J(u, q) =
1

2π

∑
j,k

Pj,k

∫ ∫ [∫
Sj,k({ζ }, r)e−ip·rdr

]

× eip·utdpe−iqtdt, (10)

where

Sj,k({ζ }, r) =
∫

χj(ζj, r′)χk(ζk , r′ + r)dr′. (11)

FIG. 2. Spin density maps in the Ti–
O1–Ti plane. Upper panel: Computed
spin-resolved electron densities for
(Ti2O)2 (a) and YTiO3 (b) systems. Sec-
ond panel: Maps of the Dzeta (c) and
Dzeta + Pop (d) refined spin density
with respect to the MSFs only. Lower
panel: the same as the second panel but
obtained by means of the joint refine-
ment strategy (MSFs + MCPs). Con-
tours at intervals of ±0.01 × 2nµB Å�3

(n = 0-12): positive and negative con-
tours are blue solid lines and red dashed
lines, respectively. Neutral contours are
green dashed-dotted lines.
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To optimize the set of the exponent coefficients {ζ}, the
quantity C(χ2) =

∑
Y log(χ2

Y )19 is minimized by means of
the MINUIT code.48 In this work, Y stands for two pseudo-
experiments, the polarized neutron (PN) diffraction and the
magnetic Compton (MC) scattering. Therefore the quantity
C(χ2) is defined as follows:

C
(
χ2 ({ζ })

)
= log

(
χ2

PN ({ζ })
)

+ log
(
χ2

MC ({ζ })
)

. (12)

Once the optimal basis functions have been obtained, the spin
population matrix is adjusted (denoted “Pop refinement”) by
varying the molecular occupation numbers for a selection of
states and for each spin configuration,

nσi = nσi,0 + δnσi , (13)

where nσi,0 is the initial molecular occupation number of the
ith state and σ = [↑, ↓]. The variation of occupation numbers
is performed under the N-representability conditions




0 ≤ nσi ≤ 1 ,∑
i=1

(
n↑i + n↓i

)
= Nelectron,∑

i=1

(
n↑i − n↓i

)
= Nspin .

(14)

The first condition reflects the Pauli principle, while the sec-
ond and the third represent the electron number conservation
and the spin number conservation, respectively. To find the
best molecular occupation numbers {n} for each spin state
configuration, the following quantity is minimized using the
MINUIT code:48

C
(
χ2 ({n})

)
= log

(
χ2

PN ({n})
)

+ log
(
χ2

MC ({n})
)

− µ1 *
,

∑
i=1

n↑i − N ↑electron
+
-

− µ2 *
,

∑
i=1

n↓i − N ↓electron
+
-

, (15)

where µ1, µ2 are Lagrange multipliers.
A periodic calculation of YTiO3 using the CRYSTAL14

package49–51 was conducted to generate pseudo-experimental
data (MSFs and MCPs). This calculation is performed by
means of the Density Functional Theory (DFT) and the PBE0-
1/352 of hybrid exchange and correlation functional. In order
to better account for the diffuse and polarization effects, an
extended basis set pob-TZVP53 was used. In the present work,

FIG. 3. Spin density maps in the Ti–
O1–O′2 plane. Upper panel: Computed
spin resolved electron densities for
(Ti2O)2 (a) and YTiO3 (b) systems. Sec-
ond panel: Maps of the Dzeta (c) and
Dzeta + Pop (d) refined spin density
with respect to the MSFs only. Lower
panel: The same as the second panel but
obtained by means of the joint refine-
ment strategy (MSFs + MCPs). Con-
tours at intervals of ±0.01 × 2nµB Å�3

(n = 0-12): positive and negative con-
tours are blue solid lines and red dashed
lines, respectively. Neutral contours are
green dashed-dotted lines.
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500 MSFs and 12 MCPs were computed. Gaussian distri-
butions of noise corresponding to usual statistical errors are
added to the resulting MSFs and MCPs. For the MSF data, the
error bar of each point corresponds to 10% of its correspond-
ing MSF amplitude. For the MCP data, the error bar of each
point corresponds to the square root of its corresponding MCP
amplitude.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The joint refinement against polarized neutron diffrac-
tion and directional magnetic Compton scattering pseudo-
data gives access to the description of the unpaired electron
in both momentum and position spaces. Polarized neutron
diffraction focuses on the local distribution of the electron
density in the position space, while magnetic Compton scat-
tering is more sensitive to the delocalized unpaired electron

distribution by considering their behavior in the momentum
space. In this paper, a simple cluster model (Ti2O)2 is proposed
to partially represent the crystalline 3-D periodic YTiO3 sys-
tem. This model is used to emphasize the role played by O1

in the ferromagnetic coupling along the Ti–O1–Ti path. We
present here the results of such a joint refinement model of
1-SRDM using the corresponding pseudo-experimental data
(MSFs and MCPs). The starting MSF and MCP values are
derived from a molecular calculation within a minimal basis
set (6-31G),38–46 to allow for a fair estimate of the accuracy of
the joint refinement process. The initial molecular calculated
spin density in the Ti–O1–Ti plane is displayed in Fig. 2 for
comparison with the results of joint refinements on pseudo-
experimental data and the periodic calculation. In order to
illustrate the potential benefits brought by a joint refinement,
we also present the resulting spin density from refinement
on MSFs only. By comparing the molecular [Fig. 2(a)] and

FIG. 4. MCPs computed on the following directions [0 1 0], [1 0 1], and [0 0 1] as a function of the momentum q. For each direction, the resulting MCPs from
the periodic calculation (CRYS 14, red dashed lines) are compared to resulting MCPs from the molecular calculation (G09, black solid lines), Dzeta refinement
(Dzeta Ref, green solid lines), and Dzeta + Pop refinement (Dzeta + Pop Ref, blue solid lines).
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the periodic [Fig. 2(b)] spin electron distributions, differences
appear clearly around the Ti atoms. The weak spin electron
distribution around the O1 atom is slightly different. These dif-
ferences are due to a combination of three effects: (i) improved
basis sets, (ii) use of DFT rather than HF, and (iii) use of “real”
crystal field rather than “embedded charges.” Our results show
that the MSFs’ input improve the spin densities but remain at
variance with the periodic results. The positive lobes around
Ti atoms now have the same orientation as in the periodic
calculation results. The spin electron distribution on the O1

atom is different in amplitude from those of periodic calcula-
tions. However, by combining MCPs and MSFs, the refined
spin densities on Ti and O1 are consistent with the pseudo-
experimental results. The spin resolved electron distribution
around the Ti atoms has significantly improved by means of the
basis function optimisations (Dzeta refinement). Additionally,
the adjustment of the molecular orbital occupation numbers
(Pop refinement) improves the spin electron distribution on
the O1 atom. Figure 3 shows a comparison of refined spin
densities in the Ti–O1–O′2 plane with those obtained from
the initial molecular and reference periodic calculations. The
molecular [Fig. 3(a)] and the periodic [Fig. 3(b)] spin elec-
tron distributions around Ti and O1 atoms are clearly different.
Our refinement results show that the MSFs information mainly
improves the spin densities on the Ti atom, but it remains in dis-
agreement with pseudo-experimental spin densities. However,
the spin densities after refinement against MSFs and MCPs
now compare very well with the reference result. Similarly,
the rescaling of the basis functions taking into account the

diffuse effect improves the spin electron distribution on the Ti
atom, whereas the spin electron distribution on the O1 atom
is improved by means of the variation of molecular occupa-
tion numbers. The spin electron distributions around O1 and Ti
atoms in this plane are in agreement with the theoretical and
experimental results.17 For both planes, it is shown that the
joint refinement model gives more accurate results than the
refinement on MSFs only. The distribution of 3d orbitals of
the Ti atoms in both planes obtained from the joint refinement
model is consistent with the periodic results. This confirms that
the magnetic interaction between the neighboring Ti atoms is
governed by the superexchange process mediated by the O1

atom.
We now compare the spin-resolved electron density of

the Ti and O1 atoms in momentum space. In this work, the
joint refinement of spin resolved electron density is performed
with respect to 12 directions of MCPs. Figure 4 displays
a comparison of the molecular and the refined MCPs with
the pseudo-experimental data for three directions [0 1 0],
[1 0 1], and [0 0 1]. Differences between computed molec-
ular and periodic MCPs are clearly seen for all directions.
The Dzeta + Pop refinement against MCPs and MSFs show
a clear and significant improvement in the reproduction of
pseudo-experimental results mainly in the [0 1 0] direction.
As can be clearly seen, the resulting MCPs are mostly driven
by the variation of the basis functions, additional refinement
of the population does not change very much the results.
For the [0 1 0] direction, the refined MCP is the most accu-
rate result because this direction corresponds approximately

FIG. 5. Reconstructed spin resolved electron density in
momentum space (in a.u.), projected onto the three main
crystallographic planes: the left column corresponds to
the ab plane, the middle to the ac plane and the right
to the bc plane. Upper panel: Reconstructed spin den-
sity obtained from the molecular calculation. Second and
third panels correspond to the Dzeta and Dzeta + Pop
refinement, respectively. Lower panel: Reconstructed
spin density obtained from the periodic calculation.
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to the Ti–O1–Ti interactions. The resulting MCP from joint
refinement along the [1 0 1] direction also shows a strong
variation around q = 1 a.u., in agreement with the theoretical
and experimental results.18 However, the molecular calcula-
tions exhibit an isotropic distribution in this plane because
this direction lies parallel to Ti–O2–Ti path and the O2 atom
is excluded from our model. This shows the accuracy and
performance of our model. For the [0 0 1] direction, the result-
ing MCP is improved mainly by the variation of the basis
functions, but it remains in disagreement with the pseudo-
experimental MCP. To evaluate the extent of the accuracy of
the refined MCPs for all other directions, the reconstructed
2-D momentum spin density is now presented. This density has

been reconstructed from all MCPs using the inverse Fourier
transform,

n(p) =
1

(2π)3

∫
B(r)eip·rdr, (16)

where B(r) is the autocorrelation function for each particular
direction, the latter is related to MCPs by

B(u, t) =
∫

J(u, q)e−iq ·tdq, (17)

where u is the unit vector collinear to the scattering vector
and t refers to the relative position between two locations
of the same particle along this direction. The spin electron
density in momentum space, reconstructed from 12 MCPs,

FIG. 6. 1-SRDM Γ(1)(r, r′) along the
Ti–O1–Ti bonding. The upper panel
shows the molecular (a) and periodic (b)
computation of the 1-SRDM. The sec-
ond panel shows the 1-SRDM after a
Dzeta (c) and Dzeta + Pop (d) refine-
ment relative to the MSFs only. The
lower panel is the same as the sec-
ond panel, but by means of the joint
refinement (MSFs + MCPs). Contours
at intervals of ±0.01 × 2nµB Å�3 (n
= 0-20): positive and negative contours
are, respectively, blue solid lines and red
dashed lines, and neutral contours are
green dashed lines.
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is projected onto three main crystallographic planes, ab, ac,
and bc. Figure 5 shows such reconstructed magnetic momen-
tum densities from molecular and periodic calculations for
comparison with the results from a refined model against
pseudo-experimental data. By comparing the first and the last
panels, differences are clearly seen between the molecular and
the periodic magnetic momentum distributions. Our results
show that the spin-resolved electron densities of the three
planes in the momentum space are strongly affected by the
variation of the basis functions. However, the variation of the
molecular occupation numbers makes hardly any change to the
momentum spin densities. The joint refinement model gives
satisfactory results compared with the pseudo-experimental
data for the ac plane and figures displaying the density in planes
ab and bc do not exhibit a similar level of agreement. This
is because the ac plane represents mainly the Ti–O1 interac-
tions, while the other planes are dominated by the interactions
between Ti and O2 atoms, with the latter being excluded in our
model.

Both ρ(r) and n(p) are thus spin electron density descrip-
tions in different representations. They can be connected
through the 1-SRDM which contains all information on the
one-electron level. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the
resulting 1-SRDM from joint refinement and those obtained
from molecular and periodic calculations. By comparing the
molecular and the periodic calculations of 1-SRDM, differ-
ences are clearly seen between molecular and periodic maps
in diagonal and off-diagonal regions. The spin densities on the
O1 and Ti atoms are modified by the MSFs information, but
remain at variance with pseudo-experimental results. How-
ever, the supplementary data of MCPs to MSFs result in a
1-SRDM much closer to the periodic results in both the diag-
onal and off-diagonal regions. This shows that MCPs have a
strong impact not only on the off-diagonal regions but also
on its diagonal parts and MSFs made a slight change to the
off-diagonal regions of the 1-SRDM. The comparison of the
1-SRDM maps obtained from Dzeta and Dzeta + Pop refine-
ments relative to MSFs + MCPs confirms that the corrections
made to the 1-SRDM are due to the variation of the basis
functions. However, the comparison of the 1-SRDM maps
obtained from Dzeta and Dzeta + Pop refinements relative to
MSFs only shows that the corrections made to the 1-SRDM
are due to the variation of the molecular orbitals occupation
numbers. We deduce that the variation of the basis functions
is affected by the MCP information, whereas the molecu-
lar orbitals occupation numbers are optimised by the MSF
information.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied the electronic and the mag-
netic properties of the crystal YTiO3 from a simple cluster
model (Ti2O)2 with very limited basis sets. To reproduce these
space dependent properties, the entire 1-SRDM of (Ti2O)2

was refined with respect to the MSFs and the MCPs simul-
taneously using the joint refinement strategy. This model
is implemented as a post-processing of a molecular ab ini-
tio package. The pseudo-experimental data MSFs and MCPs
are generated from periodic calculations by means of the

CRYSTAL 14 packages. We have shown that the joint refine-
ment model gives more accurate results than the refinement
against MSFs only. We have confirmed that the MCPs have a
strong effect on both diagonal and off-diagonal regions of 1-
SRDM, while the MSFs affect the diagonal regions and made
a slight change to the off-diagonal regions. The spin electron
distributions on the O1 and Ti atoms are in good agreement
with the theoretical and experimental spin densities. The O1

atom presents a small magnetic moment and governs a ferro-
magnetic superexchange interactions between the neighboring
Ti atoms. Our results show the following: in position space,
the rescaling of the basis functions improves the spin electron
distribution on Ti atom, whereas the spin electron distribu-
tion on the O1 atom is improved by means of the variation
of molecular occupation numbers. In momentum space, the
spin electron distribution is strongly affected by the variation
of the basis functions and hardly changed by the variation of
the molecular occupation numbers. We have deduced that the
basis functions are rescaled by means of MCP and MSF infor-
mation, while the molecular orbital occupation numbers are
mainly optimized by the MSFs.
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